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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK EFFORTLESS STYLE: CASA LOPEZ
Pierre Sauvage, designer of luxury homewares and interiors, brings the reader
inside his French homes--both urban and country--providing inspiration and
advice for creating effortlessly elegant interiors and garden spaces.Against the
backdrop of his exceptional homes in France, Pierre Sauvage--owner and art
director of Casa Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares firm whose stylish
furnishings feature exceptional handicraft produced in France, Spain, Italy, and
Portugal--showcases his very personal and contemporary style of decorating and
entertaining. His striking use of color and textures sets the tone for each room and
serves as a counterpoint to his playful matchings of materials and patterns, which
work equally well in his Parisian apartment, rustic farmhouse in Normandy, and
stone summer home in Provence. With discriminating taste, Sauvage pairs
modern furniture with singular antiques. From bold interiors to elegant outdoor
spaces, each home is infused with his connoisseur's eye for refined
details.Stunning photography commissioned for this book under Sauvage's art
direction provides inspiration for interiors that exude a charm and elegance that is
decidedly contemporary, yet conveys the timeless allure of a home that has been
passed down over generations. A dozen recipes for entertaining with style
complete the volume.
EFFORTLESS STYLE: CASA LOPEZ
Through this ostentatiously elegant book, a portrait of a man with a keen eye and
a brand, Casa, is emerging. Lopez, whose merry and colorful style elements blend
with evidence to furniture and family objects or other treasures found or gleaned in
the auction room. Casa Lopez: Effortless Style $ 65.00 Against the backdrop of
his exceptional homes in France, Pierre Sauvage—owner and art director of Casa
Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares firm whose stylish furnishings feature
exceptional handicraft produced in France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal—showcases
his very personal and contemporary style. Effortless Style: Casa Lopez Written by
Fabienne Reybaud and Pierre Sauvage, Foreword by Michael S. Smith,
Photographed by Vincent Thibert. Pierre Sauvage, designer of luxury homewares
and interiors, brings the reader inside his French homes—both urban and
country—providing inspiration and advice for creating effortlessly elegant interiors
and garden spaces. Casa Lopez Paris CONTEMPORARY RUGS. Brand mainly
focused on the production of Western rugs and Spanish handicraft rugs, (wool
piqué, pinned wool, Araiolo...), Casa Lopez regularly issues new resolutely
contemporary rugs which bring a contrasting and rhythmic touch to the places that
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they decorate. In 2014,he acquired Casa Lopez, a bespoke decorative homea
ccessories firm founded in the 1980s that embodies elegant French style.
Fabienne Reybaud is a journalist for Le Figaro, specialized in the luxury industry.
EFFORTLESS STYLE : CASA LOPEZ . Against the backdrop of his exceptional
homes in France, Pierre Sauvage—owner and art director of Casa Lopez, the
legendary Parisian housewares firm whose stylish furnishings feature exceptional
handicraft produced in France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal—showcases his very
personal and contemporary style of decorating and entertaining. Pierre Sauvage,
designer of luxury homewares and interiors, brings the reader inside his French
homes--both urban and country--providing inspiration and advice for creating
effortlessly elegant interiors and garden spaces. Effortless Style: Casa Lopez
Description: Against the backdrop of his exceptional homes in Paris, Normandy,
and the South of France, Pierre Sauvage- director of Casa Lopez, the legendary
Parisian housewares purveyor-showcases his very personal and contemporary
style of decorating and entertaining. Against the backdrop of his exceptional
homes in France, Pierre Sauvage—owner and art director of Casa Lopez, the
legendary Parisian housewares firm whose stylish furnishings feature exceptional
handicraft produced in France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal—showcases his very
personal and contemporary style of decorating and entertaining. Lopez Casa.
Effortless Style: Casa Lopez. Against the backdrop of his exceptional homes in
Paris, Normandy, and the South of France, Pierre Sauvage? director of Casa
Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares purveyor?showcases his very personal
and contemporary style of decorating and entert Effortless Style : Casa Lopez.
Average rating: 0 out of 5 stars, based on 0 reviews Write a review. Pierre
Sauvage. Walmart # 568491909. This button opens a dialog. Against the
backdrop of his exceptional homes in France, Pierre Sauvage--owner and art
director of Casa Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares firm whose stylish
furnishings feature exceptional handicraft produced in France, Spain, Italy, and
Portugal--showcases his very personal and contemporary style of decorating and
entertaining. Casa Lopez Effortless Style by Pierre Sauvage; Vincent Thibert
(Photographer, Foreword by); Fabienne Reybaud; Michael S. Smith (Foreword by)
$95.00 buy online or call us (+64) 21828818 from Poppies Howick, 83 Picton St,
Howick, Auckland, New Zealand In his first book cum manifesto, Effortless Style,
the former PR guru lays out the tenets of his boho philosophy and go-to
essentials. Effortless Style - Casa Lopez. Now $60.35 Go to Store. Set a Price
Alert! Note: It is currently at it's lowest price in the last 60 days! Price Alert!
CASA LOPEZ: EFFORTLESS STYLE - ABODEHOMEDESIGN.COM
Effortless Style blogs keep you updated with the recent interior design &
decorators trends, shopping in budget, tons of DIY project in long island NYC.
1-16 of over 8,000 results for "effortless style" Effortless Style: Casa Lopez Sep
18, 2018. by Pierre Sauvage and Fabienne Reybaud. Hardcover. $65.00 $ 65 00
Prime.
Andthentherehavebeenawideselectionofwaresit'spossibletoget.Currentlythefull
merchandiseismadeifyouuseparticularmaterialsthatbasicallyhavehighlyratedorevenvogue.
Save casa lopez purses to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. +.
Effortless Style: Casa Lopez by Pierre Sauvage 9782080203434 (Hardback,
2018) Brand New. In 2014, he acquired Casa Lopez, a bespoke decorative
homea ccessories firm founded in the 1980s that embodies elegant French style.
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Fabienne Reybaud is a journalist for Le Figaro, specialized in the luxury industry.
Pierre Sauvage, director of Casa Lopez, the legendary Parisian housewares
purveyor, showcases his very personal and contemporary style of decorating and
entertaining. His striking use of color sets the tone for each room and serves as a
counterpoint to his playful matchings of materials and patterns. In Effortless Style,
June Ambrose, the celebrity fashion stylist and designer who's shaped the looks
of some of the biggest names in entertainment -- including Jay-Z, Missy Elliott,
Kelly Ripa, and Mariah Carey -- reveals the industry secrets that can help anyone
exude genuine star power, regardless of body type or budget. The guest of honor
has finally arrived! On Monday, Jennifer Lopez dropped jaws when she showed
up to the 2018 MTV VMAs in NYC in a one-shouldered silver masterpiece with a
high slit. The 49-year. The Jennifer Lopez collection for Kohl's combines effortless
sophistication with unforgettable style. Channel Old Hollywood with show-stopping
silhouettes and fashion-forward detailing. With striking embellishments, the
Jennifer Lopez collection at Kohl's offers bedding and decor, along with an elegant
line of quality apparel and. Bella Hadid demoed an effortless way to mix vibrant
colors during the fall by wearing a multihued Emilio Pucci dress with purple and
orange heels. We can't forget to mention that red, orange bag. Take an exclusive
look inside Jennifer Lopez's closet. And yes, that infamous Versace gown is
hanging in it. Subscribe to http://po.st/SubscribePeople Sta... The style star's LFW
showcased her SS19 collection which was filled with classic silhouettes and bold
block colour;. George Lopez gets into scuffle with Trump supporter at Hooters.
With fresh original content and photos, Quintessence is a destination for those
who want the story behind the style. ABOUT STACEY Learn more about the blog
and founder Stacey Bewkes.
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